Photodynamic therapy in retinoblastoma: effects of verteporfin on retinoblastoma cell lines.
In contrast to the excellent survival rates of the malignant childhood tumor retinoblastoma (RB), morbidity is high in patients with this disease because of the enucleation or loss of retinal areas caused by current bulb-saving therapies. The authors aimed to preclinically assess the effects of photochemotherapy using second-generation photochemotherapeutics as a prerequisite to develop a promising therapeutic alternative. This therapy implies intravenous application of a photosensitizer activated locally by light of the appropriate wavelength. Activation leads to the formation of free radicals, vascular occlusion, and death of affected cells in the area of irradiation. The photosensitizer verteporfin is approved for the therapy of neovascularizations, such as age-related maculopathy. The uptake of verteporfin in RB cell lines was investigated. Established RB cell lines, an RB subline resistant to etoposide, and dissociated cells from a primary RB were incubated with verteporfin and irradiated with activating laser light. Proliferation was measured at different time points after application. All five RB cell lines investigated incorporated verteporfin, and nanomolar concentrations were sufficient for effective killing. At lower doses, surviving cells started to proliferate again after several days, but verteporfin 50 ng/mL and 100 J/cm(2) were sufficient for irreversible killing. High verteporfin concentrations caused cell death with little to no irradiation. Etoposide-resistant cells and primary tumor cells had a comparable susceptibility to photodynamic therapy (PDT) as established parental cell lines. PDT using verteporfin efficiently kills chemotherapy-resistant and nonresistant retinoblastoma cell lines and primary tumor cells in vitro, and it warrants further preclinical evaluation as a therapeutic option for the treatment of retinoblastoma.